
Professional Identity; 

Finding it :- and 

Maintaining it.

The key to professional confidence and 

competence; The passport to 

successful transitions, integration and 

career mobility



Definitions “Professional”
(pressure from 3 directions)

 1. “Professional” Person formally certified by a 
professional body of belonging to a specific profession
by virtue of having completed a required course of 
studies and/or practice. And whose competence can 
usually be measured against an established set of 
standards. 

 2. “Profession”an occupation requiring special training 
in the liberal arts or sciences, esp one of the three 
learned professions, law, theology, or medicine 2. the 
body of people in such an occupation 3. the act of 
professing; avowal; declaration 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/person.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/certified.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/professional-body.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/profession.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/completed.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/required.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/study.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/practice.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competence.html
http://www.investorwords.com/8787/against.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/standards.html


Social Worker ; Professional 

Specifications

 Honours degree qualification

 Registration

 Disciplinary Process

 International recognition

 Personal accountability for performing to standards

 Personal accountability for maintaining and developing 

professional knowledge and competence

 $64K Question……………?



$64K Question

“Does your professional 
responsibility over-rule your 
employers instructions or 
procedures if the two are 
incompatible?”

(cf Doctors, Lawyers, Chartered Psychologists, Chartered 
Accountants, etc)



What Else?

 A set of Standards;

 A Code of Ethics

 A continuous research and knowledge remit

 A strategic interface with national policy 

development and service delivery agencies

 BUT…how is this all connected together?



Professional Body

 Run and governed by members

 Purpose to safeguard, maintain, develop and promote 
the profession.

 Not compromised by party political agenda

 Not compromised by government funding dependency

 Not  compromised by business objectives and 
constraints of delivery agencies

 Independent of any other Social Work Establishment 
stakeholders…therefore able to deal squarely and honestly with 
all of them on behalf of members and in the sole interest of the 
profession



As an individual SW you need;

 Support and supervision geared to a SW professional

 An environment which facilitates and is conducive to 
professional practice, and where the agency holds itself 
accountable for this.

 A structured, transparent and equitable caseload 
management system.

 Built-in time for post-intervention reflection and 
evaluation of cases.

 A structured and agreed CPD plan

 A “practitioners network” of some description



Professional Identity

Development; 3 stages

 Pre-Socialisation stage; Pre-entry

 Formal Socialisation; As students learning to think 

and behave in a professional manner, and embed values, principles and 

concept of integrity into our personal modus operandi 

 Post-socialisation; Where we attempt to apply outcomes of our 

professional socialisation and training into long term workplace based 

practice. Idea of “ self “ changes to such an extent that a social worker 

identity is developed as part of a collective identity



Post Qualifying Identity Crisis
Denise Du Toit 1995

 Professional Identity challenged by issues (lack of 

resources; support; time pressure; role constraints; staff 

shortages; high workloads. Poor role models; negative cultures

 Challenged by Discrepancy; Personal perception of 

good practice/what is observed [or possible?] in practice

 Distress and self blame; failure to live up to personal 

standards of good practice

 Identity and Professional Integrity threatened



Coping Options

 Acceptance; There is nothing that can be done; I will 

continue to accept these constraints and conflicts despite my 

distress and the risks. ( Burn-out and cynicism?)

 Rejection; Conflict and stress leads to eventually leaving the 

job, or avoiding interface by moving into training; academia; 

planning or management.

 Innovation; Find ways of working towards change despite resistance; 

challenge in a way that enables people to listen; Discover like-minded support 

systems; continue to advocate for best practice; dialogue with wider 

profession.

 Avoid or deconstruct negative office cultures; Solution focussed problem 

solving /criticism



Professional Differences

 So far the principles in  presentation has applied 

equally to Nurses.

 We share most of the higher overarching values 

and principles

 What we “DO” in practical terms may be 

different with a different remit.

 Therefore roles and remits are the crucial 

focus.

 Can we be clear about ours?



Key challenges

 (found that)..Low morale results from lack of 

clear role demarcation; blurring professional 

boundaries or role ambiguity, and that 

professional image, hierarchies and identity all 

present a challenge to multi-agency work 

(Moran et al. 2006; Lessard et al, 2006; Frost and 

Lloyd, 2006). Johnson et al. (2003 



Social Workers? Who are we?

 I am a professional who can take my 

qualification, and practice to a competent 

standard almost anywhere in the world

 I share an internationally recognised set of 

professional ethics and principles

 I share responsibility for the standard and status 

of the profession of which I am a member



We need

 Professionally qualified practice 

governance/supervision ( also involved in policy 

and procedure design

 To know and be able to explain what our 

distinct and unique input will be that we bring to 

the package.

 To be pro-active in ensuring the use of our 

professional potential

 To make sure our involvement DOES improve 

outcomes. 



Influence Policy& Profession

 Independent Social Workers Forum

 Mental Health Forum

 Criminal Justice Forum

 Students Forum

 CPD Seminars

 National Local Practitioners forums

 Consultations, Briefings and Cross Party Groups

 Scottish Social Work Strategic Forum



To Infinity and…….

 Unprecedented restructuring, financial cuts and 
social policy/theory redefinition (e.g. Health & 
SC Integration)

 Unprecedented ( in the last 60 yrs) changes in 
governmental process, mandate and jurisdiction

 Revival in the recognition of need for “society” 
and social fragility ..unprecedented SASW access 
and influence. 

 Revival in value of “Social Work” (services?) as a 
government strategy and solution



Benefits

 A&R Service + SWU

 £5 million Professional Indemnity Insurance

 Scottish Journal Quarterly posted to home

 National Journal (PSW) Monthly (ditto)

 PRTL and CPD qualifying events

 Research Literature and Resources

 Specialist Forums and Support networks

 Your voice conduit to Govt. & Policy

 Maintaining and Developing your Profession



Want to be part of it?

 Individual professionals are as strong as their 
Professional Association

 Professional Associations are as strong as the 
membership

 SASW continues to grow steadily, but the more it 
grows, the more it can do for you and how you feel 
about the Profession in which you practice; the 
character of the organisation you work in; and how you 
feel about yourself in your professional identity.



 Can we define our unique role at the same time as 

complying with increasingly tightly specified procedural 

systems?

 Where is the cut-off point between being an 

professional social worker practicing professionally 

within the constraints of a tight procedural regime; and 

being an employed agent of a utilitarian social 

administration system?

 Should “ Senior Social Care Worker”  replace  the 

protected title “ Social Worker”? ( Why?/Why not?) 

 Or is the effectiveness of the quasi-autonomous 

practitioner a myth?


